
THEY improv is the new leader for Country Club Murder Mystery Shows, providing a whole new 
and innovative approach to the medium. Every show is customized to the audience and venue, 
with many of the details improvised on the spot. Placing renewed emphasis on the entertainment 
of the shows and shifting the focus from the detective and back on the entertaining characters, 
THEY improv has earned a reputation for some of the best Murder Mystery Shows in the industry. 

There are a variety of shows depending on the size of your group, the budget, the venue, desired 
length and special needs. THEY improv has proudly come up with a variety of solutions to meet 
almost any need. 

The Gala Murder: For larger events, we provide a murder mystery with a large cast and possibly 
including dancers, musicians, etc. We create the fun event designed to parallel more of a standard 
event. These can include weddings, family gatherings, mob events, corporate retreats, etc. Though 
usually done as a mystery, this can also be done as a simple atmosphere event.

The Straight Murder: Pretty much the industry standard, our actors interact with your members 
during cocktails, provide scenes and arguments during the meal leading to a murder at dessert. 
Our detective takes over and provides a comedic investigation to solve the crime.

Ambush Murder Mysteries: This is a specialty item that is useful if your members would like a 
private event. The members in the audience won’t know that there’s a show until the murder 
happens at dessert, and instead believe that something is going wrong directly in front of them. 
This is an opportunity for them to play a prank on one another. 

The Frick & Frack Show: In more of a comedy show, THEY improv’s detectives interact with 
the audience to create a murder mystery that is improvised based on audience input. Audience 
members are made into suspects, experts from a variety of fields and witnesses. They provide 
information leading to comedy and ultimately the identification of a culprit.

The Cambridge Solution: For parties on a budget, we have a murder mystery that uses 4-10 
audience participants as suspects. Our detectives walk the audience through the interrogation 
process to determine the culprit. Prices vary based on the size of the event and the amount of 
customization.

Get A Clue: For smaller parties, we provide a murder mystery with your participants as the 
characters. Our dedicated host walks your participants through the process of finding a murderer. 
Each partygoer has their own unique character. The super sleuth and best actor win a prize. But if 
the murderer gets away with, he or she wins the prize! Prices vary based on the size of the party.

The Dartmouth Plan: For small groups of 4-10 people, this murder mystery uses everyone as a 
character in a nuanced murder mystery with everyone getting to know one-another. Our host 
walks them through the process and makes it an enjoyable and fun experience.

Contact THEY improv to find out how hiring THEY improv is a winning proposition for everyone, 
even the victim! Email THEY improv at info@THEYimprov.com or by phone at (866) 219-4386.

Murder Mystery Shows – Comedy Is Murder

1-866-219-4386 www.THEYimprov.com9-4386
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